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Deliberative theory stipulates that deliberative democracy has a positive impact on
citizens’ political attitudes and competencies and may help to bridge deep disagreements and inner-societal divides (Dryzek et al. 2019; Ercan 2017; Mutz 2006). But are
citizens in ‘more deliberative’ democracies actually more engaged, open-minded, and
satisfied with political institutions and outputs? Are more deliberative democracies
really better equipped to counteract populist challenges? And what concrete institutional reforms can facilitate and promote democracies’ deliberativeness? Questions
like these call for systematic comparative analyses of democratic systems’ deliberativeness (henceforth: ‘macro-deliberativeness’). Yet established measurements of
democratic quality cannot serve as a basis for comparative political scientists to
answer these timely questions: they usually depart from distinctly liberal conceptualizations of democratic quality that give little attention to the quality of political
communication within and across different social and political spheres.
This chapter introduces the method of macro-level assessment, which is developed to conduct such analyses and determine the degree to which a democracy
fulfils the normative requirements of deliberative theory. So far, the most advanced
attempt at providing an index of nation-states’ deliberative quality is provided by the
Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) (Coppedge et al. 2020a, 2020b). Despite its various strengths, however, this measurement approach cannot live up to its promise
to provide a theoretically sound and methodologically robust measurement. V-Dem
bases its assessment on criteria that are frequently used to evaluate deliberative procedures in individual forums (e.g. Steenbergen et al. 2003). The core approach involves
experts evaluating deliberation ‘at all levels of society’ based on their level of justification, common-good orientation, respectfulness, and inclusiveness (for a more
detailed account, see Fleuß and Helbig 2021, 315). Yet a closer look at this approach
reveals that a measurement of macro-deliberativeness must not simply ‘transfer
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criteria that were applicable at the micro/meso level to a larger scale’, but should
account for the specifics of deliberativeness at a systemic level in conceptualization, operationalization, and measurement (Fleuß et al. 2018, 12; see also Fleuß and
Helbig 2021).
Any attempt to conduct a valid measurement of macro-deliberativeness that meets
the standards of both deliberative theory and comparative political science must
face a range of conceptual, methodological, and research-pragmatic challenges. This
chapter demonstrates that measuring macro-deliberativeness is demanding, but that
these challenges can be met by joining two strands of research, that is, the theoretical
underpinnings of systemic deliberative theory and the procedural and methodological guidelines of democracy measurements. The first section of this chapter
outlines step-by-step guidelines for conceptualizing, operationalizing, measuring,
and aggregating macro-deliberativeness. Although until now there has been no
one-size-fits-all solution for measuring macro-deliberativeness (Dryzek 2009, 1390;
Fleuß et al. 2018), scholars can make good use of existing methodological tools in
deliberative democracy. Against this background, the second section illustrates by
means of exemplary applications how researchers can utilize and combine existing
methodological tools to measure macro-deliberativeness. The chapter concludes with
recommendations for applying this ‘methodological toolkit’ to comparative studies
seeking to assess the deliberativeness of different democracies.

Three Phases of Measuring Macro-Deliberativeness
The process of measuring democratic quality is usually subdivided into three phases
that pose distinct methodological and research-pragmatic challenges. Comparative
politics scholars have developed strategies for meeting these challenges in measuring democratic quality (Munck and Verkuilen 2002; see also Møller and Skaaning
2012; Pickel et al. 2015). The following paragraphs apply these insights and provide
strategies for conceptualizing (Phase 1) and operationalizing macro-deliberativeness
(Phase 2) as well as for providing an aggregate measure or ‘score’ that represents a
democratic system’s overall deliberative quality (Phase 3).

Phase 1: Conceptualization
All measurements of democracy start out from a conceptualization that specifies evaluation criteria. Unsurprisingly, the concepts ‘democracy’ and ‘democratic
quality’ are notoriously subject to disagreement, but conceptualizations applied in
established measurements share one feature: they almost exclusively refer to liberal
understandings of democracy. Accordingly, they operationalize democratic quality
mainly by indicators measuring the quality of elections, their competitiveness, as well
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as (constitutionalized) checks and balances and individual liberties (e.g. Bühlmann
et al. 2012, 522).
Deliberative understandings of democratic quality, meanwhile, highlight the value
of reasoned, inclusive, respectful, coercion-free communicative exchanges that take
place in public and empowered spaces. Collectively binding decisions—democratic
laws and policies—must be legitimated ‘bottom-up’, that is, by deliberation in the
public sphere and broader civil society. Therefore, a high-quality democracy needs
deliberation in different ‘sites’ or ‘spaces’ of political-societal systems and ‘flows in
communication’ or transmission between public and empowered spaces (see Dryzek
and Niemeyer 2010, 11; Habermas 1996). Systemic deliberative theorists conceptualize macro-deliberativeness as an ‘emergent property’ that ‘cannot be reduced to a
mere aggregation of other qualities of the political system’—that is, to an accumulation of individual procedures’ deliberativeness (Fleuß et al. 2018, 12; Mansbridge
et al. 2012, 1).
A core challenge of measuring macro-deliberativeness is developing a sufficiently
precise conceptual account of this ‘fluid’ or ‘emergent’ phenomenon. Scholars must
identify the concepts’ core dimensions (their ‘attributes’), define their characteristics
and outline their relationships (Pickel et al. 2015, 504). The most practical way to
represent this conceptual logic is to construct a ‘concept tree’. Concept trees organize attributes of complex concepts vertically by level of abstraction; the elements
at the lowest level of abstraction are metaphorically termed ‘leaves’.1 These concept
trees must avoid being too minimalist or too maximalist: Researchers should aim
at including all attributes necessary to differentiate ‘macro-deliberativeness’ from
related concepts—and they should include only attributes necessary to discriminate amongst cases studied (Munck and Verkuilen 2002, 9, 21). The concept tree
for macro-deliberativeness that identifies and organizes the concepts’ attributes and
sub-attributes should reflect two fundamental premises of systemic deliberative theories: Deliberative democracies are characterized by (a) deliberation in different systemic sites, and (b) communicative exchanges—transmissions—between these sites
(see Figure 9.1).
Undoubtedly, this account still leaves some room for interpretation: Researchers
must (a) further determine what evaluation standards should be applied to evaluate deliberation in individual deliberative sites (that is, what ‘meso-deliberativeness’
means). For the sake of simplicity, we can organize the existing conceptual diversity by distinguishing two ideal types. Both types mainly differ in how broadly they
conceptualize ‘deliberation’: While narrow type I conceptualizations refer to strictly
rational, consensus-oriented reason-giving, more expansive type II conceptualizations incorporate ‘alternative forms of communication’ (Bächtiger et al. 2010, 33–34).
Assessing deliberation at a systemic level necessarily involves studying heterogeneous
1 In constructing this concept tree, scholars should respect two ‘basic rules of conceptual logic’: To avoid
conflation, attributes must be organized according to their level of abstraction and assorted to the ‘proper
branch of the concept tree’. To avoid redundancy, attributes at the same level of abstraction should not
‘overlap’ but refer to ‘mutually exclusive aspects’ (Munck and Verkuilen 2002, 13).
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Figure 9.1 Concept Tree
Source: Author’s own graph.

deliberative procedures in diverse sites. Against this backdrop, scholars have recommended including ‘different styles or forms of reason-giving’ in systemic assessments
(Esau et al. 2020, 90). There may be no definite recommendation as to include specific
alternative forms of communication such as rhetoric communication or narratives.
Yet, particularly when researchers wish to include an assessment of political communications in informal settings, it has proven useful to consider emotional expressions
and narratives as potential means of deliberation (see Esau et al. 2020).
As a conceptual basis for measuring deliberativeness at a systemic level, researchers
should provide a ‘map’ of the deliberative sites to be assessed. Minimally, this map
should include a differentiation between empowered spaces, such as parliaments or
national courts that are home to deliberation with the capacity to make collectively
binding decisions, and public spaces such as the mass media or civil society organizations that are the locus of opinion-formation processes. As deliberative sites in public
and empowered spaces fulfil distinct functions for democratic processes, researchers
should differentiate them in their conceptual framework and assess them separately
(Bächtiger and Parkinson 2019).
This ‘map’ of deliberative sites is also crucial for the conceptualization (and
the consecutive measurement and aggregation) of the second attribute of the concept tree: to specify (b) ‘transmissions’, researchers need to be clear about what
‘communicative flows’ between which sites they consider relevant for democracies’
macro-deliberativeness. At a fairly abstract level, transmissions between deliberative sites can be characterized as a triple relationship: Arguments or discourses are
transmitted from public to empowered sites of a democratic system (or vice versa).
Although transmissions cannot be conceptualized as ‘a one way-process’ (see Neblo
2005, 177–178), deliberative democrats tend to put prime value on ‘bottom-up’ transmissions that proliferate arguments and discourses from deliberations in the public
to deliberations in the empowered space (Dryzek and Niemeyer 2010, 11).

Phase 2: Operationalization and Measurement
In Phase 2, researchers depart from the ‘attributes at the lowest level of
abstraction’ which they identified by constructing the concept tree (Munck and
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Verkuilen 2002, 15). ‘[M]easurement processes build numerical bridges between
abstract concepts and empirical realities’ (Schedler 2012, 22; Pickel et al. 2015,
506). Consequently, the core task here is to assort the (sub-)attributes of macrodeliberativeness which refer to empirically observable phenomena and facilitate a
valid, reliable, and replicable measurement.
To be valid, indicators must correctly and comprehensively measure the abstract
concept. Multiple indicators reduce measurement error and accommodate for the
fact that there may be multiple manifestations of one conceptual attribute in empirical reality (Munck and Verkuilen 2002, 15–16). The process of measuring complex
concepts ‘requires the specification of the rules by which numerals are assigned to
objects’. Hence, the validity of indicators also depends on the measurement level
(Pickel et al. 2015, 507). While there are no ‘a priori grounds’ for choosing a particular measurement level, researchers should avoid choosing scale levels that introduce
excessively fine-grained or coarse-grained distinctions (Munck and Verkuilen 2002,
17). There is, however, no hard and fast rule to choosing either appropriate indicators or measurement levels. Rather, these steps of developing a measurement
approach require ‘both theoretical justification and empirical testing’ (Fleuß and
Helbig 2021, 310).
Due to the talk-centric nature of deliberative understandings of democratic quality, the measurement of the two attributes (a) deliberation in individual sites and
(b) transmissions (see Figure 9.1) must refer to textual data from political communications in public and empowered spaces. Consequently, a measurement of
macro-deliberativeness cannot rely on ‘hard data’ but must at least be partly based on
‘subjective’ data, that is (manual) coding procedures. Here, it is crucial that the guidelines for coders are precise and unambiguous (such that different coders interpret
them in the same way and the measurement’s reliability is ensured) and transparently
documented (to ensure replicability) (Pickel et al. 2015, 507).

Phase 3: Aggregation
Measuring democracies’ deliberativeness requires not only measurement approaches
for (a) deliberation in individual sites and (b) transmission, but also demands a
strategy for aggregating individual (sub-)attributes to a score that represents democracies’ macro-deliberativeness. In a nutshell, in Phase 3 researchers must ‘reverse
the process of disaggregation that was carried out during the conceptualization
[and operationalization] phase’. The fundamental benchmark that researchers must
meet when aggregating attributes of complex concepts is ‘concept-measurement consistency’ (Goertz 2006). To determine an aggregation strategy, researchers must
therefore be clear about the logical relationships between the concepts’ attributes and
sub-attributes (as represented in the concept tree). Aggregation procedures usually
involve multiple rules: They start out with rules for aggregating the numerical values
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assigned to the leaves of the concept tree and move step by step to higher levels of
abstraction.2
I focus on two questions to illustrate the choices that researchers have to
make here in assessing macro-deliberativeness (see Figure 9.2): First, are its
attributes and/or sub-attributes necessary conditions for democracies’ macrodeliberativeness? Second, do they interact with each other, that is, is the score of
one (sub-)attribute impacted or conditioned by the score of another (sub-)attribute
(see Møller and Skaaning 2012, 236)?
The conceptualization of macro-deliberativeness outlined above leaves room for
interpretation. Yet this basic conceptual account determines core parameters of suitable aggregation strategies (see Figure 9.2): First, systemic theories of deliberation
assume a ‘division of labour’ between different deliberative sites and thereby presuppose that deliberations can, at least to some extent, compensate for the lack
thereof in other sites (Fleuß et al. 2018, 18). Second, deliberative democracies require
deliberation in individual sites and transmissions between sites (i.e. both attributes
are necessary and non-compensatory). To further specify suitable aggregation strategies, potential interactive effects between (sub-)attributes must be considered. While
there is no indication to consider the scores for meso-deliberativeness in individual systemic sites as interactive, it makes good sense to think about the scores for
(a) deliberation in individual sites and (b) transmissions as mutually conditioned.
The quantity and quality of deliberation in individual sites in the deliberative system may impact the extent to which discourses are transmitted across other sites. For
2 At a foundational level, this mathematical procedure includes two core components: operations and
weights. Weights must reflect the attributes’ relative importance for ‘democratic quality’. Operations mirror the attributes’ relationship, for example, if attributes are considered as necessary or substitutable
elements of a concept. While the choice of aggregation procedures should be theory-driven, it also requires
empirical testing and robustness checks (Munck and Verkuilen 2002, 8, 25; Møller and Skaaning 2012; see
also Fleuß and Helbig 2021, 321). To ensure the measurements’ replicability, the aggregation rule must be
documented and published (Pickel et al. 2015, 500).
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Table 9.1 Aggregation Rules

Aggregation rule
Multiplication
Minimum rule
Geometric mean
Arithmetic mean or
addition
Maximum rule

Attribute necessary or
compensatory?

Interactive effects between
attributes?

Necessary
Necessary
(Partially) compensatory
(Partially) compensatory

Interactive
Noninteractive
Interactive
Noninteractive

Compensatory

Noninteractive

Source: Møller and Skaaning (2012, 236).

example, numerous and intense debates in public spaces make it more likely to solicit
reactions and engagement from actors in the empowered space. Likewise, ‘communicative flows’ between different deliberative forums are likely to inspire more
frequent, intense and constructive debates in individual forums. However, the interactivity between attributes is not a purely theoretical-conceptual matter, but requires
empirical testing to ‘gain a sense of the robustness of aggregate data’ (Munck and
Verkuilen 2002, 25).
These considerations suggest appropriate aggregation strategies for assessments of
macro-deliberativeness (see Table 9.1): While the scores for meso-deliberativeness
in different systemic sites can be aggregated with an additive rule, the stipulated
relationship between the attributes (a) deliberation in individual sites and (b) transmissions calls for a multiplicative procedure.

A Methodological Toolkit for Measuring
Macro-Deliberativeness
There is no one-size-fits-all solution for measuring macro-deliberativeness (Dryzek
2009, 1390; Fleuß et al. 2018). Yet scholars can use existing methodological tools if
they apply and combine them in a manner that reflects both the normative benchmarks of deliberative theory and the methodological requirements of democracy
measurements. In this section, I shall demonstrate how such tools can provide the
means for assessing the core attributes (a) and (b) identified in the conceptualization phase (see Figure 91). By applying and combining them in accordance with the
conceptual and methodological recommendations outlined above, researchers can
then assess democracies’ macro-deliberativeness (see Figure 9.2). Due to the talkcentric nature of deliberative democracy, the unifying feature of these tools is that
they rely on methods for analysing political communication, specifically quantitative
text analysis methods.
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Instruments for Measuring Meso-Deliberativeness
in Individual Sites
Deliberative democracy scholarship has developed a broad variety of well-tested
approaches for measuring meso-deliberativeness (for an overview of direct and indirect measures, see Black et al. 2010). For illustrative purposes, this section focuses
on guidelines for applying the Discourse Quality Index (DQI) (Steenbergen et al.
2003), which is often considered as the ‘best practice example’ for meso-level assessments (see Fleuß et al. 2018, 11; see also Bächtiger, Gerber, and Fournier-Tombs,
Chapter 6 in this volume). The DQI presents a theory-driven operationalization of
meso-deliberativeness and corresponding coding instructions for evaluating political
communication. Its original coding categories reflect the evaluation criteria as suggested by type I-concepts. They refer to speakers’ free and uncoerced participation,
the level and content of justification, and the respectfulness and constructiveness of
their contributions (Steenbergen et al. 2003, 27–30).
The main challenge of using established measures of meso-deliberativeness in
assessments at the systems level results from the fact that they must include heterogeneous deliberative sites. The DQI’s measurement was originally developed to
study parliamentary deliberation, that is, communication in highly formalized and
regulated settings in the empowered space. Researchers who aim at a measurement
of macro-deliberativeness must assess debates in empowered and public spaces.
To analyse debates in diverse systemic sites, it can be necessary to adjust coding
procedures and instructions (also see Esau et al. 2020).
The following exemplary application of the DQI to German debates on abortion policies (1991–1993) is based on two data sources: First, on data generated in
a research project that has been explicitly devoted to applying the DQI to German
empowered space debates (see Bächtiger et al. 2005, 2008; Steiner et al. 2004). Second,
the meso-deliberativeness of public space debates has been evaluated based on an
analogous assessment of German mass media contributions; more specifically, randomly selected articles published between January 1991 and December 1993 in four
leading national newspapers covering a broad political spectrum (for an overview of
the results, see Figure 9.3 and Table 9.2).3
A number of issues that are particularly relevant for macro-level assessments
became visible in this exemplary analysis. For example, for the analysis of newspaper
articles it was necessary to adjust the unit of analysis (in the analysis of parliamentary debates: individual speeches) as there is no ‘natural’ way to subdivide articles
into individual ‘speeches’. Further, details of the coding instructions used to evaluate
debates’ respectfulness (particularly the DQI-indicator ‘respect towards demands’

3 The text corpus for the analysis of public space debates’ meso-deliberativeness is identical to the corpus
used in the transmission analysis (see note 6). I would like to thank André Bächtiger for providing me with
the disaggregated data for empowered space debates. Here, the units of analysis are individual speeches
(for both parliamentary debates N = 193; heckles excluded).
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Figure 9.3 Meso-Deliberativeness Measures in Different Deliberative Sites
Source: Author’s own graph.

Table 9.2 Measurement of Meso-Deliberativeness in Public and Empowered Spaces
Indicator
jlevel
rgroup
Public Space (mass media debates)

rcount2

cp

Meso-Deliberativeness

May 91–26 June 92

2.6

0.6

1.6

0.4

5.2

−28 May 93

2.1

0.4

1.7

0.7

4.9

–Dec 93

2.5

0.5

1.5

1

5.5

Empowered Space (parliamentary debates)
26 Sept 91

3.3

1.3

1

0.6

6.2

25 June 92

2.9

1.3

1.1

0

5.3

Source: Author’s own graph.

which was originally used to evaluate parliamentary debates that explicitly aim at
deciding upon the ‘demands’ put forward by different speakers) were not applicable.
Given the controversial topic, the public space debates displayed surprisingly high
levels of justification and high meso-deliberativeness scores (see Figure 9.3).⁴
However, this is likely to also result from the kind of public sphere debates
analysed: the text corpus was compiled from elite national newspapers. German
(elite) newspapers privilege ‘[e]motionally detached, disembodied argumentation’
while considering ‘personal narratives [highly inappropriate]’ (Ferree et al. 2002,
273). While this makes elite newspaper debates likely to conform with the original
DQI’s measurement standards (Steenbergen et al. 2003), this need not be conducive to macro-deliberativeness, but rather may also have exclusionary effects:
Especially ‘personal narratives’ in mass media debates can be ‘a way of helping
⁴ In line with Steenbergen et al.’s (2003) original approach, the meso-deliberativeness scores here have
been computed with the help of an additive aggregation rule (i.e. meso-deliberativeness = jlevel + rgroup
+ rcount2 + cp). For alternative strategies and amendments, see Bächtiger et al., Chapter 6 in this volume.
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citizens connect their own experiences with a policy debate and as a way of overcoming discourse that has become unreal through too much abstract argumentation’
(Ferree et al. 2002, 273).
Particularly when informal conversations or ‘everyday political talk’ are included
in the assessment, researchers may consider including additional indicators for alternative forms of communication that capture, for example ‘whether a comment
reported a personal experience [. . .] expressed in narrative form’ or ‘contained positive [or negative] emotions’ (Esau et al. 2020, 102).⁵ Depending on the quantity of
communications they want to include in their assessment of macro-deliberativeness,
researchers should consider the potentials of conducting the analysis of mesodeliberativeness with the help of machine learning tools (e.g. Fournier-Tombs and
Di Marzo Serugendo 2019).

Instruments for Measuring Transmissions
To assess transmission, researchers must essentially measure the quantity of arguments or discourses proliferated across systemic sites. This measure should be
complemented by an analysis that tracks ‘where the transmitted elements come from
and where they are transmitted to’ (Fleuß et al. 2018, 18). While measurements of
meso-deliberativeness such as the DQI refer to the procedural qualities of political communication (Steenbergen et al. 2003, 43), measuring transmissions requires
scholars to explore the content of political communications in diverse systemic sites.
Case studies frequently apply interpretive research methods to determine such content and apply methods such as process tracing (see Collier 2011; see also Pickering,
Chapter 20 in this volume) to identify the mechanisms and conditions relevant to
transmission (Ercan et al. 2017; Hendriks et al. 2007; see Papadopoulos 2012).
The basic methodological strategy for measuring transmissions in democratic systems can be summarized in four basic steps (see also Bächtiger and Parkinson 2019,
chapter 7; Beste 2016; Parkinson et al. 2020):
Step 1: Content exploration—Researchers should rely on an inductive approach
to identifying the ‘discursive elements’ (arguments or topics) (Ercan et al.
2017) in public and empowered spaces.
Step 2: Identification of main discourses—They should then combine this content exploration with clustering techniques that are either theory-driven
or guided by secondary (qualitative) research. Clustering techniques
⁵ The heterogeneity of deliberations in various sites may also impact index-building procedures such
that context-sensitive aggregation strategies for calculating meso-deliberativeness scores may be required
(Bächtiger and Parkinson 2019, 62, 139).
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group discursive elements and identify the fundamental overarching
‘discourses’ (also see Niemeyer 2011, 107–108).
Step 3: Analysis of spread of discourses—In the next step, the spread of these discourses across different sites of democratic systems should be tracked to
answer the question: where did particular discourses occur at what point
in time?
Step 4: Transmission score—Finally, to provide a measure of communicative
flows in a democratic system, researchers should calculate an aggregate
score representing the quantity of transmissions between the public and
empowered space.
For the German abortion debate introduced above, manual coders inductively
extracted fourteen main arguments from the corpus of sample public space
debates (Step 1) and grouped them into four overarching discourses (Step 2).⁶
Figure 9.3 shows the relative frequency with which arguments assorted to the
discourses Women’s autonomy, State’s responsibility to protect unborn life, Relationship state/individual and social policy, and Comparison GDR occurred in sample
empowered and public space debates (Step 3).⁷
To provide a proxy measure of transmissions between deliberative sites (Step 4), I
first studied sets of subsequent debates in public and empowered spaces and analysed
the extent to which respective discourses overlap (in each case, these sets included:
public space debate 1—empowered space debate—succeeding public space debate 2, see
Table 9.2).⁸ I applied Gallagher’s Least Squares Index (LSq) that is an established
measure for electoral systems’ relative disproportionality between votes and parliamentary seats to calculate the extent to which discursive patterns between subsequent
public and empowered space debates diverge:
√(
LSq =

0.5 ×

∑n
i=1

2

(DiscPublici − DiscEmpi )

)

⁶ The corpus for the explorative analysis was compiled from the two parliamentary debates held on 26
September 1991 and 25 June 1991 and the federal court’s justification of its rule in May 1993 (https://www.
servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv088203.html#Opinion) as well as seventeen randomly selected articles published
between January 1991 and December 1993 in four leading national newspapers covering a broad political
spectrum (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Der Spiegel, and Die Tageszeitung). The
results of the analysis in Steps 1 and 2 were checked by two interdependently working coders for intercoder
consistency (see Thomas and Harden 2008).
⁷ The ‘women’s autonomy’ discourse is constituted out of a constellation of arguments which emphasize
women’s sole responsibility to decide about their own body; ‘state’s responsibility to protect unborn life’
is comprised of arguments dealing with the state’s responsibility towards embryos and potential (legal)
enforcements; the third discourse addresses the relationship between individual (women) and the state
and related matters of social policy; and ‘Comparison GDR’ is comprised of arguments that concern the
task of homogenizing the legal regulations on abortion in Eastern and Western Germany.
⁸ This proxy measure of transmissions between two deliberative sites measures the ‘overlap’ of discourses. This overlap is certainly only a necessary, not a sufficient condition for successful transmissions
of discourses between deliberative sites.
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For democratic systems’ macro-deliberativeness, transmission from public to empowered spaces is of outstanding importance. Generally speaking, all communicative
flows between public and empowered deliberative sites can be beneficial to democratic systems’ quality. Yet when actors in the empowered space manage to impose
their arguments or discourses on public spaces, this tends to negatively affect democratic systems’ macro-deliberativeness. Accordingly, the rule used for calculating the
Transmission Score (TS) should punish cases in which public space debates change
subsequently to empowered space debates, such that they then mirror empowered
space debates more closely than preceding public space debates.
The following rule for calculating a transmission score constitutes one way to represent this basic rationale. In this formula, LSq(A) represents the extent to which
the discursive patterns in the first public space debate (public space debate 1) of
the sequence analysed diverge from those in subsequent empowered space debates;
LSq(B) is a measure for the divergence between patterns in empowered space and
subsequent public debates (public debate 2). LSq(C) represents the extent to which
public space debate 1 and public space debate 2 diverge.⁹
⌈
TS = [100 − LSq (A)] −

[100 − LSq (B)] × LSq (C)
100

⌉

In Sequence 1 (see Figure 9.3), the patterns of discourses between the first phase of
public debates (May 1991 to June 1992) and subsequent empowered space debates
(parliamentary debates in September 1991 and June 1992) display comparatively
large deviations (LSq(A) = 30.7) while there are larger overlaps between empowered
parliamentary debates and subsequent public space debates (LSq(B) = 10.7). A good
example is the ‘women’s autonomy’ discourse: it is the most prevalent discourse in the
first phase of public space debates (44.4 per cent), but then only constitutes roughly
20 per cent of subsequent parliamentary and public debates. In Sequence 2, we can
observe the reverse: empowered space debates more closely mirror preceding public
space debates than in Sequence 1 (while the patterns of subsequent public space discourses deviate from empowered space patterns to a larger degree). Consequently,
the transmission score that can be computed for Sequence 1 (TS = 45.93) is lower
than for Sequence 2 (TS = 66.25).
⁹ In a nutshell, this formula leads to low transmission scores in cases that display the following features:
There is a low overlap between discursive patterns in the public space and in subsequent empowered space
debates (high values for LSq(A)). This particularly points towards a domination of public space debates
by empowered space debates if there is a pronounced overlap between these empowered space debates
and subsequent public space debates (low values for LSq(B)) and if this overlap does not result from the
fact that discursive patterns in public space debates before and after empowered space debates did match
to a large extent in the first place (low values for LSq(C)). In Sequence 1 of the debate analysed here,
we can observe that the discursive patterns of public debates preceding and succeeding parliamentary
deliberations diverge significantly (LSq(C) = 26.1), meaning that the low value for LSq(B) actually indicates
that public space discourses have been shaped by empowered debates.
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Methodological tools that allow for applications of the basic approach summarized
in Step 1 to Step 4 on a large scale present answers to one fundamental researchpragmatic challenge: Exploring and analysing the content (i.e. arguments or ‘topics’)
exchanged between public and empowered spaces of a democratic system requires
handling large amounts of textual data. Hence, it is recommended to utilize computerized content analysis methods. Along these lines, Beste uses an unsupervised
computerized text analysis and statistical methods (iterative principal factor analysis) to uncover and model ‘topics’ or ‘frames in a set of textual data’ (2016, 303–304).
Relatedly, Parkinson et al. (2020) apply Structural Topic Modelling (STM) to ‘the
pool of perspectives’ and the spread of discourses throughout a variety of public and empowered spaces during the Scottish Independence Debate of 2007–2014
and an Australian debate on constitutional issues (see also Bächtiger and Parkinson
2019, 145). An assessment of transmissions at a large scale can therefore proceed by
utilizing computerized content analysis tools in Step 1 to Step 3 shown below:

Step 1: Content exploration—To explore the content of political communications
at a large scale, researchers should apply an unsupervised automated
content analysis tool, such as STM, which identifies ‘hidden semantic
structures’, patterns of co-occurring words in large amounts of textual
data.
Step 2: Identification of main discourses—Researchers must select and cluster the
topics that they take to represent relevant political discourses. To make
this selection in a methodologically guided and reliable manner, they may
rely either on blended-reading procedures that supplement the computerized analysis with selected close readings (Lemke et al. 2015) or on
complementary qualitative and secondary research (see Parkinson et al.
2020).
Step 3: Analysis of spread of discourses—After identifying the political discourses
that occur in the overall corpus of textual data, researchers can analyse
the discourses’ distribution across deliberative sites. Here, STM is a particularly useful tool as it enables researchers to include document-level
metadata referring to the time and locus of communication (Roberts et al.
2014). Consequently, it provides a useful basis for studying ‘transmissionpaths’—that is, to answer questions such as ‘where did the discourses
appear first?’ or ‘What route did they “travel” through the political-societal
system?’.

In sum, my approach to measuring macro-deliberativeness combines established
methodological tools to assess and then combine the measures for two core attributes:
(a) deliberation in individual systemic sites and (b) transmissions. The application of
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Discourses over Time
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Figure 9.4 Discourses on Abortion Policies over Time
Source: Author’s own graph.

these tools to German abortion debates showed that they generally display high levels
of meso-deliberativeness in both public and empowered spaces (see Figure 9.3).1⁰
Yet, what is crucial for democratic systems’ macro-deliberativeness is not just that
debates conform to procedural criteria such as respectfulness, reasonableness, etc.
Rather, from a deliberative perspective, ‘democratic quality’ also requires the uptake
of the contents of political communications, that is, of discourses or discursive elements, in the empowered space. In other words: the ‘pool of perspectives’ of all
affected citizens (Parkinson et al. 2020) needs to be represented in institutions that
have the capacity to make collectively binding decisions. A mere accumulation of
the scores representing the meso-deliberativeness in individual forums would not
be sufficient to evaluate macro-deliberativeness. Researchers also need to study the
transmissions between public and empowered spaces. While the democratic process
assessed here achieved high meso-deliberativeness scores, it performed less well in
this dimension: for Sequence 1 of the analysis period, the comparatively low transmission score results from public space debates being strongly shaped by the discourses
of empowered spaces, while public space debates had relatively low influence on
the constellation of discourses in empowered space deliberations (see Figure 9.4).
This highlights the merits of combining measures of debates’ meso-deliberativeness
and of transmissions to arrive at a valid assessment of deliberativeness at a systemic
level.
1⁰ Even compared to debates on other highly polarized issues—that are generally assumed to display
lower levels of meso-deliberativeness than debates with low issue-polarization, the empowered space
debates analysed are characterized by high levels of justification, respect, and constructiveness (see results
from illustrative analysis as visualized in Figure 9.3 and Table 9.2; see also Bächtiger et al. 2008).
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Measuring Deliberativeness at the Nation State Level:
Concluding Recommendations
To arrive at an aggregate measure of macro-deliberativeness, researchers need to
combine the measures of meso-deliberativeness in deliberative sites assorted to the
public and the empowered space of a democratic system with their measurement of
transmissions. To ensure concept-measurement consistency, they should aggregate
individual measures of meso-deliberativeness with the help of an additive procedure
while the attributes (a) deliberation in individual sites and (b) transmissions should
be combined with a multiplicative procedure (see section ‘Phase 3: Aggregation’).11
Throughout the previous section of this chapter, I illustrated applications of
methodological tools by referring to German debates on abortion policies (1991–
1993). While ‘abortion talk [may] tell [. . .] a great deal [. . .] about the nature and
concerns of democracy as a whole’ (Ferree et al. 2002, 4), analysing a single policy
debate certainly cannot suffice for assessing a democracy’s macro-deliberativeness
in a given time frame. This points to a crucial research-pragmatic challenge: Even
if researchers choose a comparatively short analysis period in which they wish to
study a democracy’s macro-deliberativeness, they will not be able to study all formal and informal political communication in a country. To ensure the feasibility of
their undertaking, researchers should therefore resort to theory-driven sampling of
debates (see Bächtiger et al. 2008, 280–281). More specifically, researchers should
analyse debates in public and empowered spaces that deal with both highly and
less-polarized issues. Choosing exclusively debates on either highly polarized or
very consensual issues would likely bias the assessment of democracies’ macrodeliberativeness (Bächtiger et al. 2008, 282). In selecting sample debates for assessing
democracies’ deliberativeness, researchers should also account for pragmatic issues
such as data availability: While there are comprehensive text corpora of parliamentary debates in many democratic nation-states,12 and corpora of sample debates in
traditional mass media are comparatively easy to assess and/or compile, analysing
informal debates amongst citizens in online and offline spaces often poses more
severe challenges and requires creating new corpora of textual data.
Measurements of deliberativeness at a large scale involve ‘a classic empirical tradeoff ’ (Parkinson et al. 2020, 2) and require scholars to carefully balance real-world
complexity and the demands of cross-system comparability and conceptual parsimony. Systemic deliberative theories provide adequate conceptual groundwork for a
comparative assessment of deliberativeness at a large scale. This chapter demonstrates
11 For example, for Sequence 1 of the abortion debate featured in the exemplary application of measurement tools above, this would amount to multiplying the arithmetic mean of Meso-Deliberativeness of the
sample public space debates and empowered space debates with the Transmission Score (TS).
12 For openly accessible text corpora of parliamentary debates, see, for example, ParlSpeech: (https://
dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/L4OAKN) or Clarin-D: (https://
www.clarin.eu/resource-families/parliamentary-corpora).
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that fundamental methodological and pragmatic challenges associated with this
undertaking can be overcome when we draw from established procedural guidelines
of democracy measurements and utilize tools of electronic social science.
Yet, this empirical trade-off also points towards the fact that assessing macrodeliberativeness with the toolkit outlined in this chapter is subject to the following caveats: First, the research-guiding question and the scale of analysis should
indicate that more context-sensitive methods of inquiry are not feasible. Second,
researchers should critically reflect on the procedures and results of building indices:
Computations of ‘scores’ at a high level of aggregation are not a panacea (Bächtiger
and Parkinson 2019, 150)—but they are a means for solving problems in comparative research. Meanwhile, macro-level assessments can serve as a basis for systematic
comparative analyses that test and refine middle-range theorizations. They can provide valuable insights into the effects of deliberative democracy and the conditions
that facilitate and promote deliberativeness at a systemic level.
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